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ABSTRACT

This article reports on a new charging process and Coulomb-force-directed assembly of nanoparticles onto charged surface areas with sub-
100-nm resolution. The charging is accomplished using a flexible nanostructured thin silicon electrode. Electrical nanocontacts have been
created as small as 50 nm by placing the nanostructured electrode onto an electret surface. The nanocontacts have been used to inject
charge into 50 nm sized areas. Nanoparticles were assembled onto the charge patterns, and a lateral resolution of 60 nm has been observed
for the first time. A comparison of the nanoparticle patterns with the surface potential distribution recorded by Kelvin probe force microscopy
(KFM) revealed a mismatch in the lateral resolution. One possible explanation is that nanoparticles may visualize charge patterns at a sub-
60-nm length scale that is not well resolved using KFM.

Inorganic, metallic, and semiconducting nanomaterials in the
form of nanoparticles, nanowires, nanobelts, or nanodisks
are considered key building blocks in the design of novel
high-performance nanotechnological devices. The process to
fabricate such devices, however, will require new additive
concepts to integrate, orient, and assemble such building
blocks at desired locations on a substrate. Current approaches
that address the integration of nanomaterials at desired
locations on a substrate include serial scanning probe based
concepts to print1,2 or manipulate3 nanomaterials at the sub-
100-nm length scale, semiparallel inkjet-based concepts4,5

to print materials from suspensions with 10µm scale
resolution, parallel nanotransfer methods6,7 to transfer na-
nomaterials from one substrate to another retaining a copy
of the order, and a vast variety of programmable or “receptor
based” assembly concepts8-18 that use unordered nano-
materials as an input. Scanning probe and inkjet-based
methods enable rapid reconfiguration of the patterns and the
formation of heterogeneous assemblies at an early stage but
remain too slow to print materials over large areas at the
sub-10-µm length scale. Nanotransfer concepts are most
suitable to transfer nanomaterials from one substrate to
another over large areas. Nanotransfer maintains the arrange-
ment of the nanomaterials on a donor substrate; i.e., it does
not order or rearrange the materials as part of the process.

“Receptor”-based concepts focus on the directed assembly
of randomly oriented nanomaterials. The materials are
suspended in solution or gas phase and are assembled at
desired locations (receptors) on a substrate using specific
interactions. Most actively investigated areas, currently, use
protein recognition,19,20 DNA hybridization,9,21,22hydropho-
bicity/hydrophilicity, surface tension and self-assembled
monolayers,10 topography-directed concepts,23-25 magnetic11

and dielectrophoretic assembly and transport,22,26-28 and
electrostatic forces.12-18,25,27

In recent years there has been an increased focus on the
use of long range electrostatic forces to direct the assembly
of nanomaterials since it can potentially be used to assemble
a vast variety of materials (magnetic, nonmagnetic, insulat-
ing, semiconducting, conducting, organic, and inorganic
materials) without altering the surface chemistry of the
materials.12-18,25,27Electrostatic forces are sufficiently long
range to attract nanomaterials from the gas and liquid phases.
The other advantage is that global fields can be applied using
electrical electrodes to program the assembly.22 In our own
research we have developed a parallel charge patterning
process enabling nanoxerographic printing.12-15 Patterning
of charge with 100-200 nm resolution and transfer of 50
nm to 20µm sized particles including silver, gold, indium,
iron oxide, graphitized carbon, iron beads, and Xerox toner
from a powder, gas, and liquid phase12-15 has been ac-
complished.* Corresponding author: hjacobs@umn.edu.
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In this paper we report on a new flexible electrode structure
that can form sub-100-nm sized electrical nanocontacts by
mechanical placement of the electrode structure on a second
surface. The electrical nanocontacts that are established at
the interface have been used to inject charge patterns in a
dielectric thin film at a resolution that exceeds prior parallel
methods.12,13We refer to this process as electric nanocontact
printing of charge. After the electrode is removed, the charge
pattern is used to direct the assembly of nanoparticles from
the gas phase. For the first time we observe that 5-40 nm
sized nanoparticles have been captured from the gas phase
with 60 nm lateral resolution. Kelvin probe force microscopy
(KFM) studies have been performed to characterize the
surface charge patterns. A comparison of the electrode
structure dimensions, the patterns of assembled nanoparticles,
and the surface potential distribution recorded by KFM
suggest that nanoparticles may be able to visualize charge
patterns at the sub-60-nm length scale which is not well
resolved using KFM. The results also illustrate that Coulomb
forces provide a clear route to the directed assembly of sub-
10-nm components onto target areas with sub-100-nm lateral
resolution.

The electric nanocontact printing process that has been
developed to generate charge patterns is illustrated in Figure
1. It makes use of a flexible, thin silicon electrode to
accomplish higher resolution charge transfer than what has
been possible with previous methods that were based on
metal-coated poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) stamps.12,13

Prior electrode structures tended to collapse for features less
than 100 nm in size. The new electrode was made from a 2
in. diameter, 10µm thick, double-side polished silicon wafer
(Virginia Semiconductors). In this study we used an n-doped
silicon wafer with a resistivity of 1.3Ω cm; p-doped wafers
worked as well.

A rigid 500 µm thick silicon wafer coated with a 5 mm
layer of PDMS serves as a flexible support for the thin silicon
electrode during the fabrication and charging. The PDMS
support was coated with a 50 nm thick layer of gold by
thermal evaporation to provide electrical conductivity to the
backside of the thin silicon wafer. The thin silicon electrode
itself is sufficiently conductive and therefore does not require
a metal coating on the front side.

The topographical features in the thin silicon electrodes
were generated using phase-shift photolithography29 and
reactive-ion etching. In brief, PDMS stamps with 1µm wide
and 400 nm deep surface relief patterns were placed on the
thin silicon surface after it was coated with a 500 nm thick
Shipley 1805 photoresist and baked at 105°C for 2 min.
The surface was exposed with∼436 nm UV light for 1.5 s
(Karl Suss MA-6 aligner) and developed in (1:5) volume
ratio solution of 351 developer and H2O for 40 s. The
resulting photoresist features are 100 nm wide lines and rings
that are 150 nm high. The features are then transferred into
the thin silicon substrate by reactive-ion etching for 45 s in
a 98% CF6, 2% O2 plasma. The etching rate of 1805 within
the plasma is 100 nm/min while the etching rate of silicon
is 75 nm/min. Therefore, in 45 s, a feature with a height of
50-60 nm is produced in the thin silicon substrate. Due to
the removal of photoresist from both the top and the sides,
the width of the produced pattern on the silicon surface
continuously shrinks during etching and results in tapered
silicon structures. The etching time is limited to less than 1
min in order to avoid completely removing the photoresist
and thus generating a rough surface. The remaining photo-
resist is stripped off by acetone and reactive ion etching in
oxygen plasma (320 STS etcher) for 120 s. Piranna (H2SO4:
H2O2 ) 2:1) is then dropped on the silicon surface for 2-3
min to completely remove any photoresist residue. The final
tapered silicon structures were 50 nm wide at the surface
and 50 nm tall (Figure 1).

As the charge storage medium, we used a 60 nm thick
film of PMMA on 〈100〉 p-doped silicon wafers. The film
was formed by spin coating a 2% solution of 950 K (PMMA)
in chlorobenzene (MicroChem Co.) at 5000 rpm and baking
it on a hot plate at 170°C for 3 min. The chips were placed
on the flexible electrode by hand and contacted from the
back with a metallic needle attached to a micromanipulator.
The micromanipulator was used to adjust the needle’s
position and to provide pressure to establish contact between
the electrode and PMMA thin film. An external voltage was
applied for 30 s to generate a constant current of 1-5 mA.
After exposure, we removed and characterized the charge
patterns using Kelvin probe force microscopy (KFM).30,31

Since charge is trapped at the exposure area, a charge
pattern matching the pattern on the electrode will remain on
the PMMA surface. The nanoxerographic process used to

Figure 1. (Top) Principle of the electric nanocontact printing
process: A silicon chip carrying a thin film electret is placed on
top of a thin silicon electrode supported by a flexible PDMS layer
on a standard silicon wafer. A needle, attached to a micromanipu-
lator is used to form an electric contact to the backside of the silicon
chip. An external voltage is used to transfer a pattern of charge
into the electret material at the areas of contact. The silicon chip is
removed with the electret carrying a charge pattern. (Bottom)
Scanning electron microscope images of the fabricated thin silicon
structures.
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direct the assembly of nanoparticles onto the charge patterned
chips has been described in detail elsewhere.14,15The process
involves the use of a tube furnace system that generates
nanoparticles in the gas phase by evaporation and condensa-
tion. An argon carrier gas transports the particles out of the
furnace and into the particle assembly module. The assembly
module consists of a cavity that holds the sample, two
electrodes to generate a global electric field, and an
electrometer to count the charge of the assembled particles.
The global electric field directs incoming charged particles
of selected polarity toward the sample surface, where the
local electrostatic force takes over and assembles the particles
onto the charge patterned areas.

Figure 2 illustrates representative patterns of localized
charge in PMMA (left images) that have been patterned using
thin silicon electrodes (right images). The images show that
charge has been transferred at the contact areas; the local
potential increase due to trapped charge was 500 mV in
Figure 2A and 1.2 V in Figure 2B. We note that the width
of the surface potential distribution 230 and 300 nm is much
wider than the width of the feature size on the electrode
structure. There are three mechanisms that could cause this
mismatch:

First, the tip geometry and condition could affect the
surface potential distribution that is recorded by KFM. The
influence of the tip geometry on the potential distribution
has been calculated previously.32 The measured distribution
is a two-dimensional convolution of the actual surface
potential distribution with the transfer function of the tip.
Even a single elementary charge will be imaged as a bell
curve that is 50-100 nm wide.32 To the best of our
knowledge it has not been possible to accurately resolve the

surface potential distribution of embedded charge patterns
in continuous films at the sub-100-nm length scale using
Kelvin probe force microscopes that are operated in air at
ambient pressure and humidity. We used a Digital Instru-
ments Multimode Nanoscope IV AFM.

Second, the trapped charges could laterally diffuse to form
wider lines due to electrostatic repulsion of trapped charge
carriers themselves, the reordering of dipoles, ions, or ionic
vacancies, and recombination. It is possible to estimate the
number of charges and the electrostatic repulsion between
individual charges. The trapped charge density can be
estimated from the recorded surface potential distribution.
Trapped charge inside the PMMA film will attract mobile
charge carriers inside the silicon substrate, resulting in the
formation of a double layer. For a double layer separated
by a distinct distanced, the projected charge densityσ can
be calculated withσ ) ε ∆V/d, whereε is the permittivity,
and∆V is the voltage drop across the layer.33 For ε ) 2 ×
10-11 C/(V m) (the approximate permittivity of PMMA),∆V
) 1.2 V (maximum measured potential change), andd )
60 nm (assumed intermediate distance between the counter
charges), we obtain a first-order estimate of the effective
charge density ofσeff ) 30 elementary charges per surface
area of 100 nm by 100 nm. The actual value might range
anywhere betweenσeff ) 30-100 elementary charges per
surface area of 100 nm by 100 nm. The upper value takes
into account that the measured surface potential is not
recorded accurately at the 100 nm length scale. The measured
values for 100 nm sized features are typically a factor of
2-4 lower than the true surface potential. The actual value
depends on the tip geometry and scan height.32

On the basis of the smallest estimated spacing between
trapped charge carriers, 10 nm if we consider a high charge
concentration and a homogeneous distribution across the
surface, we can compute an upper limit for the repulsive
force and energy and compare it with the ionization and
polarization energy of PMMA. Considering two elementary
charges that are separated by 10 nm, we obtain a repulsive
force and energy of 2.3 pN (a carbon-carbon bond breaks
at 3.7 nN) and 150 meV (3.6 eV is required to break a C-C
bond), respectively. While the result shows that the force
and energy is insufficient to break bonds, it is getting close
to the energy level that is required to orient dipoles. PMMA
electrets have three distinct polarization mechanisms with
activation energies of 0.8, 2.1, and 2.4 eV.34 The first two
relate to the orientation of dipoles, while the last one relates
to the required energy to relax trapped real charges. The
lowest relaxation occurs at 0.8 eV and is associated to the
reorientation of polar ester side groups by local motion
around the C-C bond.35 Our estimated energy level (150
meV) is below the threshold (0.8 eV) to cause mechanical
reorientation of polar side groups or the diffusion (2.4 eV)
of real charge. Some level of relaxation and charge diffusion
inside the PMMA cannot be completely excluded at this
point. However, dipole relaxation and charge diffusion inside
the PMMA are unlikely to be the main mechanisms that can
explain the large lateral broadening of the recorded surface
potential distribution.

Figure 2. Kelvin probe force microscope images (left) of the
surface potential distribution of a substrate and scanning electron
microscope images (right) of the thin silicon electrode used to
pattern the substrate. (A) 230 nm wide patterns of positive charge
generated from an electrode containing 50 nm wide square shaped
rings. (B) 300 nm wide line patterns of positive charge generated
using an electrode containing 50 nm wide structures.
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Third, the broadening could be induced by interference
with the KFM tip during the measurement. In KFM it is
required to apply an ac voltage between the scanning probe
and the silicon substrate. Considering a 50 nm thick layer
of PMMA and a typical 5 V potential modulation, we obtain
a local electric field that is at least 1 V/10 nm and a force of
16 pN that acts on a single elementary charge within the
PMMA layer which is four times larger than the repulsive
force between two single elementary charges that are
separated by 10 nm that was discussed in the previous
paragraph. It is difficult to state if this additional factor is
sufficient to cause diffusion. In practical experiments we
observed a slight decay in the recorded charge level after
prolonged scanning.

The discussion of the three mechanisms that could cause
the broadening of the recorded surface potential illustrates
that it is difficult to use KFM to determine the actual physical
dimensions of the charge pattern or whether a lateral
diffusion takes place at length scales below 100 nm. For
similar charge patterns we have observed feature sizes in
the potential distribution that range from 150 to 300 nm with
different KFM probes. Such variations are only observed for
electrode structures below 200 nm. Larger structures show
a one to one comparison between contact area and the width
of the KFM surface potential image. On the basis of our
calculations and experimental observation, we conclude that
the main limiting factor is the tip geometry and condition;
however, lateral diffusion or relaxation of dipoles due to the
strong electrostatic fields or screening by ions due to
absorbed surface water cannot be completely ruled out at
this time.

Trapped surface charge finds a primary application in
nanoxerographic printing. Figure 3 shows representative
images of nanoxerographic printing of nanoparticles from
the gas phase. The images show parallel lines and square
shapes of 20-60 nm sized silver and germanium nanopar-
ticles that are trapped at charged areas that have been
deposited onto the substrate from the gas phase. The charge
patterns were generated using the thin silicon electrodes
shown in Figure 2. The width of the assembled lines of
nanoparticles was 60 nm, which is in good agreement with
the 50 nm wide lines on the thin silicon electrodes. This is
the first result of this kind. The results suggest that
nanoparticles may be used as a visual tool to resolve the
lateral distribution of charge patterns at length scales below
100 nm.

We currently do not know what the ultimate resolution
limit is. It may be limited only by the size of the particles as
long as the electrostatic interaction is stronger than the
Brownian motion. The kinetic energy due to the Brownian
motion is 25 meV at room temperature. The ordering energy
due to the trapped charge can be estimated by the recorded
changes in the surface potential distribution (∆V ) 1 V).
The energy gain between a charged and uncharged region,
considering that the particles contain at least a single
elementary charge, is at least 1 eV and more than 2 orders
of magnitude bigger than the disordering energy due to
Brownian motion.

We also investigated the evolution of the assembly process
as a function of deposition time. Using silver nanoparticles
generated in the tube furnace at 1060°C, we observed the
formation of dendrites with increased assembly times. We

Figure 3. SEM images of 60 nm wide lines and squares consisting
of (A, B) unoxidized silver nanoparticles and (C, D) oxidized
germanium nanoparticles assembled using an evaporation system.
The underlying charge was patterned with thin silicon electrodes
containing 50 nm wide features extending from the surface. Scale
bars are 1µm in length.
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have observed the dendritic growth patterns with similar
metals such as indium, gallium, and gold although the growth
times differ between metals and evaporation temperatures.
Other materials such as iron oxide, graphitized carbon, iron
beads, and silicon did not show this behavior. With the
subclass of materials that form dendrites we observe an initial
assembly that matches our charge patterned area. As we
increase the assembly time, particles begin to attach to those
assembled on the charge patterned substrate forming fractal
type structures. Figure 4A shows how these patterns evolved
over time in the case of silver nanoparticles. A high-

resolution line of assembled particles forms after 6-10 s.
These particles act as attachment sites for new particles that
are deposited from the gas phase. The fractal type patterns
have a preferential orientation that is perpendicular to that
of the charged lines, i.e., along the direction of the fringing
field. Incoming particles follow the direction of the fringing
field and attach preferentially at the end of an evolving
“wire”. Figure 4B shows an angled view of the square shape
patterns which illustrates that most of the “wires” extend
into the half space. We currently do not understand the
growth mechanism in detail but believe that the establishment
of a conduction path would be required to transport the
charge of incoming nanoparticles to the substrate surface.
A conducting wire could amplify the underlying fringing
field. The formation of these patterns is not likely if the
assembled particles retain their charge and repel each other
during the experiment.

To validate our conduction path hypothesis we oxidized
the particles before assembly. A quenching flow of com-
pressed air was attached to the exit of the furnace, allowing
oxygen to mix with the flow of nanoparticles before they
cooled and entered the assembly module. Figure 5 provides
an example of the effects of the oxygen treatment on the
assembly. The untreated silver nanoparticles evolved into
large dendrite structures after 96 s (Figure 5A), while the
oxygen-treated silver nanoparticles (Figure 5B) remained

Figure 4. (A) SEM images of the progression of assembled silver
nanoparticles on charge patterned squares and lines. The assembly
time ranged from 6 to 384 s. For the 6-s assembly, 60 nm resolution
was achieved. As assembly time increased, the particles grew along
the field lines into fractal structures. (B) SEM image taken at a
75° angle of the fractal silver nanoparticle structures formed on
the square charge patterned areas. The inset shows the same area
at an angle of 45°. All scale bars are 1µm in length.

Figure 5. (A) SEM image of unoxidized silver nanoparticles
assembled on a square charge pattern for 96 s. (B) SEM image of
oxidized silver nanoparticles assembled on a square charge pattern
for 96 s. Note the reduction and almost elimination of the fractal
growth structures. Scale bars are 1µm in length.
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dendrite free with the same assembly time. We have observed
the reduction and often the elimination of the fractal growth
by this method for several different materials. Figure 3C,
for example, shows oxidized germanium nanoparticles as-
sembled for 192 s onto square charge patterns with∼60 nm
resolution.

In conclusion, thin silicon provides a suitable, semiflexible
material that can be used in electric nanocontact printing.
Electrical nanocontacts can be formed that are as small as
50 nm by placing the nanostructured electrodes onto an
electret surface. The nanocontacts can be used to inject
charge into 50 nm sized areas. We observed an interesting
mismatch between the lateral resolution of the recorded
surface potential distribution (300 nm wide lines and rings),
nanoparticle patterns (60 nm wide lines and rings), and
electrode structures (50 nm wide lines and rings). Our
hypothesis is that our Kelvin probe force microscope that is
operated under ambient conditions is not capable of resolving
the embedded charge patterns with sub-100-nm resolution.
The highest resolution we have obtained so far is 60 nm;
however, there appears to be no physical limitation to suggest
that Coulomb force directed assembly cannot be used at the
sub-10-nm length scale. While structures as small as 10 nm
have been generated in bulk silicon,36 they are not widely
available. The current bottleneck preventing us from fabricat-
ing nanomaterial-based devices at desired locations is related
to the level of control. For example to integrate novel devices
such as nanoparticle transistors37 and LEDs on a surface,
we need to be able to adjust the number of particles that are
being deposited as well as the interparticle spacing. We
believe that it will be necessary to adjust the charge on the
particle and substrate to gain control over the packing density
and interparticle spacing.
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